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Abstract— In order to render a biometric system robust against
malicious tampering, it is important to understand the different
types of attack and their impact as observed by the liveness and
matching scores. In this study, we consider zero-effort impostor
attack (referred to as the Z-attack), nonzero-effort impostor
attack such as presentation attack or spoofing (S-attack), and
other categories of attack involving tampering at the template
level (U- and T -attacks). In order to elucidate the impact of all
possible attacks, we (1) introduce the concepts of source of origin
and symmetric biometric matchers, and (2) subsequently group
the attacks into four categories. These views not only improve
the understanding of the nature of different attacks but also turn
out to ease the design of the classification problem. Following
this analysis, we design a novel classification scheme that can
take full advantage of the attack-specific data characteristics.
Two realisations of the scheme, namely, a mixture of linear
classifiers, and a Gaussian Copula-based Bayesian classifier, turn
out to outperform a strong baseline classifier based on SVM, as
supported by fingerprint spoofing experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scope. In the modern application of biometrics, the potential
stake, gain, or advantage for being able to impersonate a person is
high. Many attack types have been documented, e.g., in [1] and
[2] which advocate the need to protect the biometric template, the
sensor, and all components of the system. The research in biometric
anti-spoofing has taken two related directions: detection of spoofing
samples, e.g., [3], [4], and incorporation of the detector output with
a biometric system, e.g., [5], [6], [7], [8], including a multimodal
biometric system [9]. Our research work follows the second direction,
but focuses on a single biometric system. Although the methodology
may be general, we will use fingerprint as a case study.

Threats to biometric systems. Attacks to biometric system can be
classified as zero-effort (impostor) and nonzero effort attacks. A zero-
effort attack refers to an attack carried out in order to impersonate
the target genuine identity but doing so without any biometric traits
of the genuine person. The protection against the zero-effort attack is
a fundamental requirement for the existence of biometric systems.
In a nonzero-effort attack, an attacker makes an extra effort to
fool the biometric system at the sensor level by producing fake
biometric traits of the victim he/she tries to impersonate. Other
serious security threats include evasion [10], where biometric traits
are modified with the intention of avoiding the user being recognized;
and database poisoning [9], where the templates may be replaced,
deleted, or modified. While spoofing and evasion are attacks directed
at the sensor level (also known as the presentation attack), database
poisoning is directed at templates stored in a biometric database.
By and large, few studies provide a systematic treatment to both
tampering to the template and query samples at the same time, with
the exception of Marasco et al [5], which we consider to be the closest
work.

Prior works. Marasco et al’s study [5] mainly assessed the
different ways of combining liveness scores with the biometric system
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output. They evaluated sequential versus parallel architecture types.
They argued the potential benefit for the latter, and subsequently
deployed a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN). This approach enables
the problem space to be factorised in such a way that the template
or the query sample can be classified as live or spoof based solely
on their respective liveness measure values, whereas the the query
sample is classified as being a match or a nonmatch based on both
the matching score and the liveness measure values.

Apart from Marasco et al’s work [5], other related works in-
clude [6], [7], [8]. In [8], the authors proposed a Bayesian classifier
that combines biometric sample quality, liveness measure values, and
the matching score. The classifier was implemented using mixture of
Gaussians, Gaussian Copula, and Quadratic Discriminant function.

In order to consider the possibility of varying imaging quality due
to different sensors, Rattani et al [7] further considered a BBN. Unlike
Marasco et al’s BBN, this BBN was designed to handle sensor as a
conditional variable. Effectively, the densities of the joint observation
of a matching score, liveness measure and quality measure values are
modelled conditionally based on the sensor variable. This approach
can be considered an extension to quality-based fusion [11] by adding
liveness measure values. Therefore, we will consider quality measures
in our study here.

Instead of using a generative approach such as BBN, in an
attempt to combine face matching scores are combined with liveness
measures, Chingovska et al [12] employed logistic regression as a
discriminative classifier.

In [6], Rattani et al investigated whether or not enrolled subjects
exhibit different levels of vulnerability to spoof attack. They found
that based on a minutiae-based fingerprint matcher, this is indeed the
case. In particular, they claimed that a moderately negative correlation
may exist between users whose templates are difficult to recognize
and their vulnerability to spoof attacks.

Contributions. We contribute to the literature on combining live-
ness score with a biometric matcher output in the following ways:

• introduce the notion of source of origin, with the intention to
improve the clarity of discourse;

• identify four categories of attack for symmetric biometric match-
ers;

• propose a new classifier scheme that are attack-sensitive, result-
ing in two new classifiers – mixture of logistic regression and
Gaussian-copula based Bayesian classifier; and

• experimentally validate the performance of the attack-sensitive
classifiers using fingerprint as a case study.

Similar works. Although BBN was used in [5], [7], the Bayesian
classifier used in this paper considers a more complete spectrum of
attacks; and not limited to just zero-effort and spoof attacks. As will
be shown by our experiments, a classifier that is trained with a more
complete spectrum of attacks can better withstand these attacks than
another one that is trained only on a few attack types.

Although logistic regression was used by Chingovska et al [12]
in a non-linear way, the way we used logistic regression here is
fundamentally very different. While the authors used polynomial fea-
ture expansion to obtain a non-linear classifier, we propose a mixture
of linear classifiers, instead. Our approach explicitly discriminate a
particular attack type from the genuine comparison (live-live-match)
.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON EVENTS UNDER THE SAME OR TWO DIFFERENT SOURCES OF

ORIGIN FOR SYMMETRIC AND ASYMMETRIC BIOMETRIC MATCHERS

Template Query Source Asymmetric Symmetric
live live Same S(L,L) S{L,L} ≡ ωG
live live Different D(L,L) D{L,L} ≡ ωZ
live Fake Same S(L,F) S{L,F} ≡ ωS
Fake live Same S(F,L)
Fake Fake Same S(F,F) S{F,F} ≡ ωT
Fake Fake Different D(F,F)

D{F,∗} ≡ ωUlive Fake Different D(L,F)
Fake live Different D(F,L)

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Terminology
A biometric comparison typically produces the similarity between

a template and a query as output. This comparison produces a
somewhat complex relationship, depending on two factors: (1) the
liveness state of the biometric trait and (2) the source of origin. By
the liveness state, we mean that the sample can either be considered
a live one or a fake one that is made from artificial materials such as
gelatine and latex. Source of origin is defined as the provenance of a
biometric trait, regardless of their liveness state.

Due to the pairing of the template and the query, the state of
liveness, and the source of origin, there are effectively eight possible
combinations (including seven attacks and a genuine comparison), as
shown in Table I. Although such an exhaustive combination has also
been considered by Marasco et al [5], we further argue the need to
categorize the attacks into four groups plus a genuine comparison.

B. Classification of Attack Types and Their Characteristics
Let us begin by considering the concept of a symmetric matcher. If

a biometric matcher is symmetric, i.e., the similarity score produced
by comparing a biometric sample a with b is the same as the one
produced by comparing b with a, i.e, match(a,b) = match(b,a).
While this property is not generally true for all matchers, such as a
minutia-based fingerprint matcher, a symmetric matcher can always
be derived from a non-symmetric one by computing 1

2 (match(a,b)+
match(b,a)).

Under a symmetric matcher, we argue that one only needs to deal
with five categories of attack. This approach can significantly simplify
the problem structure, which in turns, enabling us to suggest novel
non-linear classification strategies that are potentially more powerful,
yet, simple to use. Note that we do not claim the novelty of the eight
categories because this was discussed in Marasco et al [5]. However,
we stress the importance of the five categories of attack and their
difference in properties, both of which have never been systematically
studied. These categories are listed in the last column of Table I.

The first row in Table I shows the comparison of a live template
with a live query sample under the same source of origin, which is
represented by S{L,L} ≡ ωG as a convenient short-hand notation of
the form source{liveness(a), liveness(b)} for a symmetric matcher
and source(liveness(a), liveness(b)) for an asymmetric matcher. In
particular, the set notation {} emphasizes that the liveness states of a
and b can be permuted for a symmetric matcher and the list notation
() indicates that they cannot. This corresponds to the usual genuine
or match comparison event (hence, the subscript G in ωG). It is only
under this circumstance that a biometric system should accept the
identity claim. All other entries to be discussed below should result
in reject decisions.

The second row is a comparison of two live samples under two
different sources of origin, D{L,L} ≡ ωZ , which is known as a zero-
effort impostor (nonmatch) comparison event (hence, the subscript Z
in the event ωZ).

The remaining six rows involve spoof samples either in the
template, or the query, or both, namely,
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Fig. 1. Scatter plot of the data for genuine comparison, zero-effort attack,
and three types of spoof attacks. All spoof attacks are based on the EcoFlex
material of the LivDet 2011 database.

1) classical spoof attack considered in the literature, S{L,F}≡ωS
2) spoof attack involving two fake samples but with the same

source of origin, S{F,F}≡ωT (where the subscript T indicates
template manipulation). Under this definition, the template
would have been replaced by a spoof sample maliciously.

3) spoof attack involving at least one fake sample under the two
different sources of origin, D{F,∗} ≡ ωU (where the subscript
U indicates unmatched or non-pairing), with ∗ indicating
“don’t care” for the liveness state of the other sample under
comparison.

Despite the complexity of the matching, a symmetric matcher (or
one that is made symmetric) needs only to consider five events. We
argue below that this has an inherent design advantage in countering
spoof attacks. An optimal way to accept or reject an access request is
to use the Neyman-Pearson theorem. The decision rule is expressed
in the form of the ratio of two likelihoods representing two competing
hypotheses on the basis of an observation x:

LLR = log
p(x|ωG)

p(x|¬ωG)
(1)

where p(x|¬ωG) is the likelihood of comparison events other than
ωG:

p(y|¬ωG) = ∑
ω∈{∀ω ,ω 6=ωG}

p(y|ω)P(ω) (2)

The observation x in our study is a vector of five elements, consisting
of: a symmetric matching output, a pair of quality of samples derived
from the template and the query, and a pair of liveness samples.

For a symmetric matcher, matchersym, the total of non-ωG events
is four whereas for an asymmetric matcher, this is seven, both of
which are enumerated by rows 2–8 of Table I.

C. Characteristics of the Five Categories of Comparison
Events

In order to illustrate that these five classes of comparison events
have different properties, we plot the liveness and matching scores of
their query samples in Figure 1. The following observations can be
made:
• A genuine comparison results in a high similarity score as well

as a high liveness score.
• A zero-effort attack has a low similarity score but a high liveness

score. This is also called a Z-attack.



• A U-spoof attack tends to have a low similarity score as well
as a low liveness score.

• A S-spoof attack has a low liveness score but can produce a
somewhat higher similarity score than the T -spoof attack.

• A T -spoof attack has a low liveness score but can produce a
similarity score that is surprisingly much higher than the genuine
matching score.

D. Classification strategies
We shall consider three classification strategies in this section,

namely, a Bayesian classifier with Gaussian Copula as its density
estimator, a mixture of linear classifiers based on logistic regression,
and support vector machines.

1) Gaussian Copula-based Bayesian classifiers: A Bayesian
classifier uses the Neyman-Pearson theorem as (1), and its denom-
inator term in (2) consists of ω ∈ {ωk|k ∈ {Z,S,T,U}}. Therefore,
p(x|¬ωG) is a mixture of 4 components, due zero-effort attack (ωZ)
and three types of spoof attack.

We shall model p(x|ωk) using Gaussian copula because it can
estimate the joint density of x without engaging in any assumption
about the form of distribution as long as it has a single mode. From
Figure 1, we know that this is clearly the case here. Gaussian Copula
as a density estimator is explained next.

Let x1, x2 · · ·xN be N continuous distribution functions on the real
line (N = 5 in our case); and Fn be the cumulative density function
of xn so that we obtain the probability estimate un = Fn(xn). The
N-dimensional Gaussian copula function with correlation matrix R is
given by

CN
R (u1,u2, · · · ,uN) = Φ

N
R (Φ

−1(u1),Φ
−1(u2),Φ

−1(uN)) (3)

where each un ∈ [0,1] for n = 1,2, · · · ,N. Φ(.) is the distribution
function of the standard normal, Φ−1 is its inverse and ΦN

R (Z) is
the N-dimensional distribution function of a random vector Z ∈ RN

with component means and variances given by 0 and 1, respectively.
Therefore, the joint density p(x|ωk) is given by

p(x|ωk) =CN
R (F1(x1),F2(x2), · · · ,FN(xN)) (4)

Figures 2(a)–(e) show the five densities of p(x|ωk), where k ∈
{G,Z,S,T,U} which are clearly single-mode distributions. Despite
being simple, when plugged into the log-likelihood ratio framework
as shown in (1), the resultant decision boundary can be very complex,
as shown in Figure 2(f) in the form of a heat map of the value of
log-likelihood ratio. Therefore, the Gausian-copula Bayes classifier is
non-linear.

2) Mixture of logistic regressions classifier: Logistic regres-
sion is a popular choice of linear classifier for information fusion,
e.g., see [13]. However, as we have already observed in the previous
section, separating the genuine comparison from zero effort and spoof
attacks is a non-linear problem. Therefore, logistic regression cannot
be used directly.

One way to create a non-linear classifier from a linear one is via
polynomial feature expansion. If there are two features, say, [x1,x2],
a quadratic expansion of these features gives [x1,x2,x2

1,x
2
2,x1x2]. This

is the approach followed by Chingovska et al [12].
Another approach is to use a mixture of linear classifiers so that

even though each constituent classifier is linear, together, they form
a non-linear classifier. The idea here is to create a classifier that
explicitly separates ωG from any of the attack types individually,
that is, ωG from ωZ ; ωG from ωS; ωG from ωT ; and, ωG from ωU .
Therefore, one needs to train four logistic regression classifiers, and
then combine them subsequently.

We first describe logistic regression, and then explain how the four
separately trained logistic regressions can be combined. Let w(t) be
a function that is linear in the space of x and is parameterised by
w = [w0, . . . ,wN ], a logistic regression is defined by:

P(¬ωk|x) =
1

1+ exp(−g(x))
(5)

where ¬ωk implies ωG for any k ∈ {Z,U,S,T} and

g(x) =
N

∑
i=1

wixi +w0.

The output of logistic regression is the probability of ¬ωk given the
observation x. As we train the four logistic regressions separately, we
can combine them by assuming that the events are independent, i.e.,

∏
k∈{Z,U,S,T}

P(¬ωk|x).

We shall do so in the logit domain which is defined by log(P)(1−P)
for any probability P. The equivalent quantity of taking the product
of the probabilities above in the logit domain is the sum of logits:

gMLR(x) = ∑
k∈{Z,S,T,U}

log
P(¬ωk|x)
P(ωk|x)

+bias (6)

where the bias term is only necessary if the prior probabilities of the
samples between the training and the test set are different. In our case,
this term is zero because when we trained the logistic regression, we
ensure that the prior probabilities of the training set for ¬ωk and ωk
samples are always equal, i.e., 0.5. This is achieved by weighting
each sample associated with ¬ωk to 1/|{x|¬ωk}| and those with ωk
to 1/|{x|ωk}|.

The above function, gMLR(x), can be turned into probability by
applying the sigmoid function as in (5), giving

PMLR(ωG|x) =
1

1+ exp(−gMLR(x))

Figures 3(a)–(d) illustrate the output of each of the four individually
trained logistic regressions; and their combined output is shown in
(e). We can observe that despite the constituent logistic regression
being a linear function, the resultant decision boundary is actually
non-linear.

3) Non-linear classifier: Last but not least, we can also explore
support vector machine [14] (SVM) as a non-linear classier. This
choice is guided by the fact that (i) SVM relies on minimizing the
empirical risk (or maximizing the margin) and (ii) it does not make
any assumption about the data. In order to use SVM as a non-linear
classifier, we use the Radial Basis function kernel with the kernel
width set by cross-validation, and all observations are normalized to
zero mean and unit variance. Other than this, the default parameters
of SVM are used. As a baseline experiment, SVM is trained to
separate ωG from the four data sets with all observations in x. This
is effectively a simple binary classification problem.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Database
We have chosen to use the LivDet 2011 data set [3] because it

has a number of unique features. First, the fingerprint images have
been acquired using two different sensors, giving biometric samples
of different quality levels. The database also contains spoof fingerprint
impressions made by five different fabrication materials.

The LivDET 2011 database contains 8000 samples. The most
important key statistics relevant for our experiments are:
• 144 unique fingers containing both live and spoof samples
• 256 unique fingers containing only live samples
• 4000 fingerprints acquired using the Biometrika sensor, and

another 4000 acquired using the Italdata sensor.
• 800 fake fingerprint samples for each of the five fabrication

materials
We prepared the data by making an exhaustive pair-wise compar-

ison of all the available 8,000 samples based on the standard NIST
fingerprint matcher called bozorth3. For each of these samples, the
fingerprint quality is extracted using NIST fingeprint quality software,
nfiq. In addition, a liveness measure is estimated based using
Local Binary Patterns (LBP), which has been shown to be the state-
of-the-art liveness feature representation. Although other features
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Fig. 2. (a)–(e) Densities of all five ω’s in a 2D space spanned by the verification score and liveness score of the query sample. Although two dimensional
features are used here for the illustration purpose, all five observations are used in the experiments. (f): The log-likelihood ratio heat map produced by (1)
which makes use of the densities shown in (a)–(e).
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Fig. 3. The output of different classifiers in the space spanned by verification score and liveness score of the query sample for the illustrative purpose only.
(a)–(d): The output of logistic regression for individual attacks. (e): The output of mixture of logistic regression (MLR). (f): The output of SVM with a radial
basis function kernel. All five observations in x are used in the actual experiments.



such as local phase quantisation [15] and binarized Statistical Image
Feature [16] could have been used. For the purpose of validating the
proposed classifiers, the choice of biometric matcher, quality measure,
and liveness features are immaterial.

B. Experimental protocols

The experiments were carried out with the following principles:
(a) employ distinct training and test data sets with non-overlapping
subject composition; (b) use bootstrap sampling to derive confidence;
and (c) measure the performance under the four attack types, instead
of just spoof or zero attack, as commonly reported in experiments.

One hundred bootstraps of experiments were carried out. For each
bootstrap, the 144 unique fingers were divided into two mutually
exclusive sets so that all the comparison scores associated with the
first set are used to for training whereas the comparison scores
associated with the second set are used uniquely for testing. For
each bootstrap, three classifiers were compared, namely, Gaussian
Copula Bayes classifier (referred to as ‘Copula’), mixture of logistic
regressions (’LR’), and Support Vector Machines (’svm’), as dis-
cussed in Section II-D.3. The confidence intervals of the DET curves
were derived following [17]. A DET curve is a plot of the empirical
probability of false acceptance (FAR) versus the empirical probability
of false rejection (FRR) obtained from the test set.

In this work, the term FAR is measured for each of the four
attack types due to ωZ and the remaining three spoof attack variants;
whereas, by definition, FRR can only be measured on the genuine
observations {x|ωG}. For this reason, we will use attack-specific
FARs, such as Z-FAR due to {x|ωZ}, and U-FAR due to {x|ωU},
and so on for S-FAR and T -FAR; and they all share a common FRR.

An unique operating point where FAR is equal to FRR is called
Equal Error Rate (EER). Because of this, EER is always dependent
on FAR. Since, we use four different FARs, we clearly need to
distinguish their corresponding EER measures. For this reason, we
report Z-EER for EER calculated from Z-FAR and FRR; S-EER,
calculated from S-FAR; and so on for U-EER and T -EER.

In addition, we will also report a compound FAR that is due to the
four different attacks, which has equal proportion of contributions,
i.e., 25% each. Along with their common FRR, we can plot the DET
curve and its corresponding EER.

C. Hypotheses

The experiments are designed to answer two questions.
First, we want to know whether or not a classifier scheme trained

to consider a spectrum of attacks can outperform another one which
considers only two commonly considered attack types, namely, spoof
attack and zero-effort attacks. Let us introduce two training settings:

• 3F: Train a classifier to distinguish samples belonging to ωG
(hence, positive samples) from those belonging to ωZ and ωS
(hence, negative samples). This is the most common setting
investigated in the literature.

• 5F: Train a classifier to distinguish samples belonging to ωG
and those belonging to ωZ , ωU , ωS, and ωT .

For each setting, the test set consists of samples from all the five
settings, namely, ωG, ωZ , ωU , ωS, and ωT . We would expect that a
classifier trained on the 5F setting to be better than the one trained
on the 3F setting.

Second, among the three classifiers being tested, we want to know
whether the two specifically designed non-linear classifiers – mixture
of linear classifiers and Gaussian-copula Bayesian classifier – can
outperform a general-purpose non-linear classifier such as SVM. We
conjecture that the proposed two classifiers to be equal or better
than SVM. Even if the two classifiers are not better, they are at
least easier to be deployed than SVM because they take the problem
structure – the fact that there are five subclasses of observation – into
consideration, so that a set of simpler classification schemes can be
deployed jointly.
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Fig. 5. Boxplot of attack-specific EERs comparing SVM with the two
proposed classifiers, namely mixture of logistic regression (LR), and Gaussian-
copula-based Bayesian classifier. From top to bottom: Z-EER, U-EER, S-EER,
and T -EER. The results are computed on a separate, unseen test set, with 100
bootstraps.

D. Results
Figure 4 presents the results addressing question one in DET

curves; and this is done by comparing three classifier schemes, namely
Copula, logistic regression (LR) and SVM on two settings (“3F”
versus “5F”). We observe that the classifiers trained on all spectrum
of attacks (the “5F” setting) largely outperform those trained with
only two attack types (the “3F” setting). The FAR reported here
is a compound FAR that contains all four attack types with equal
proportion. Due to space constraint, we do not plot the attack-specific
FARs here. We note that the all the 5F classifiers perform significantly
better than the 3F classifiers with {Z,S,T,U}-combined attacks. This
is expected because a classifier can generalize better if it is trained
on all available samples or attack-specific data in our case.

In the subsequent experiments that answer question two, we shall
only consider the classifier schemes trained with the 5F setting. Here,
we shall compare SVM with Copula and LR. The results of the second
set of experiments are shown in Figure 5. Although we could not
show the individual DET curves (due to space consideration), we
can compare the various EER values, namely, Z-EER, U-EER, S-
EER, and T -EER, along with their confidence intervals (which are
obtained via bootstrapping.

By comparing all the four boxplots in Figure 5, Z- and U-attacks
have much lower EER values than those due to S- and T -attacks. This
implies that Z- and U-attacks are much more easier to thwart than
S- and T -attacks. This result is reasonable because zero-effort attack
and U-attack, that is, due to different sources of origin involving one
or more fake samples, D{F,∗}, can easily be thwarted by a biometric
system. In comparison, the S (spoof) attack, as well as the T attack
that is due to the same source of origin S{L,L}, is harder to thwart,
but not impossible.

In all settings, we observe that one of the two proposed classifier
schemes tends to outperform SVM, which is a strong non-linear
baseline classifier. For instance, under the Z-attack and the U-attack,
LR is better than SVM; under the S- and T -attack, both classifiers
are better than SVM. In particular, under the T -attack, both classifiers
are significantly better than SVM.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The problem of rendering a biometric system robust against spoof
attacks is challenging because of the potential spectrum of attacks
directed at the template and the query samples. Indeed, there are
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Fig. 4. Comparison of different non-linear classifiers under all attacks at equal proportions under two settings: classification trained with the ‘3F’ configuration
vs the ‘5F’ configuration. The FAR here shows the compound FAR consisting of all four attack types, namely, ωZ , ωU , ωS, and ωT . The results are computed
on a separate, unseen test set with different enrolment subjects (gallery) than those used for training the classifiers.

eight combinations in total. However, we have simplified the problem
structure by introducing the concept of symmetric biometric matchers.
As a consequence, only five combinations need to be considered by
a classification scheme. This approach not only improves the under-
standing of the nature of different attacks but also turns out to ease the
design of the classification problem. As a result of this analysis, we
introduced two attack-specific classifiers, namely, a mixture of logistic
regressions, and a Gaussian-Copula-based Bayesian classifier. The
mixture of logistic regression contains four components of logistic
regression, each of which corresponds to four different attacks,
namely zero-effort attacks, and three variants of spoof attacks. The
Gaussian-Copula classifier contains five components of distributions,
namely the data due to the genuine matching, and four categories
of attack. Our rigorous experiments indeed support our conjecture
that the resultant classifiers are likely to generalise better than a
general-purpose, off-the-shelf, non-linear classifier such as SVM. This
is achieved without the need to hand tune the hyper-parameters.

There are, however, a number of issues that demand further inves-
tigation; and they constitute our potential future research directions.
The first direction is to investigate the optimality of the five features
in detecting a particular attack, namely biometric matcher output,
the pair of liveness measures, and the pair of quality measures. It is
plausible that the liveness of template is not needed in order to model
the spoof attack. The second direction is to assess the generalization
capability of the proposed system under unknown spoof fabrication
materials. Since this scenario is plausible, the optimality of a spoof-
deterrent classifier has to be systematically tested against this.
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